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Left Foot

Where does Australia stand in the 
inclusive education space?

Right foot



Where is it heading? 



What is Inclusive 
Education?

(Education for All)



The
Irregular 
School

The Special 
School

The 
Regular 
School



What kind of world do 
we want to live in?







•Who’s in?

•Who’s out?
•How come? 

•What are we going to do 
about it?





What major achievements / 
breakthroughs have been made 

in the world since 1975 or 1978 or 
1984?  





PL94-142 (1975)



ACT, March 10th 2015

2 x 2 metre pool-fence construction ($5,195.00) 



Queensland Review

• Legal, social & educational imperative.

• Looking for a special educational needs fix.

• A safe environment.



Review of Disability Standards for Education 2005 (DEEWR, 
2012)

• Awareness

• Clarity and definitions

• Access and participation

• Discrimination and inclusion

• Complaints, accountability and compliance

• Contemporary education context

• Resources





Collateral casualties
Surplus population
Surplus populations

Ambient Fear

Mixaphobia



Evacuating Humanity from Education

… the production of human waste has all the markings of an 
impersonal, purely technical issue.  The principal actors in the drama 
are ‘terms of trade’, ‘market demands’, ‘competitive pressures’, 
‘productivity’ or ‘efficiency’ requirements, all covering up or explicitly 
denying any connection with the intentions, will, decisions and actions 
of real humans with names and addresses.

(Bauman, 2004:40)



Real People? Human Waste?

When Maggie X died, the (aged care) home decided that 
her savings of £450 was insufficient to pay for the funeral 
and asked the council to pay it.  It refused and the owner of 
the home appealed to the Local Ombudsman.  In his 
comments to the latter, the Council Chief Executive wrote 
that ‘without wishing to appear insensitive, one could 
argue that from a commercial viewpoint residents of a 
home are its income producing raw material. Ergo, from a 
purely commercial view, deceased residents may then be 
regarded as being waste produced by their business’. 
Since, he continued, the resident’s body was ‘controlled 
waste likely to cause pollution of the environment or harm 
to human health’ the home had, under definition of 
controlled waste as defined by the Environmental 
Protection Act, ‘a specific duty’ to dispose of the remains.  
Disposal, under the definitions of the Act, was a ‘business 
cost’.





Students are seen as 
the bearers of results.



Competitive 
Individualism

Ethical Framework?



What is meant by institutions? They are an organised 

fiduciary, organised trust, organised belief, a collective 

fiction recognised by belief and thereby becoming real. 

Clearly, to say of a reality that it is a collective fiction is a 

manner of saying that it has a tremendous existence, but 

not as people believe it exists. 

Bourdieu, P. (2014) On the State. Lectures at the College de 
France, 1989 – 1992. Cambridge, Polity, page 37.











1 in every 4



How might we ensure that 
mental illness doesn’t 

become a proxy for 
problems of schooling?
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Ruby

Felix 

Rocky




